
License Server Current Usage

The  page under the shows information about the license server and its features.Current Usage  License Servers section in the left navigation pane 

gridLicense Server Current Usage  

The License Server Current Usage grid lists all the features . that are currently reported by the license server Use the License Server and Feature pick lists 
 to select the license server and feature (if the license server has multiple features) for which to see details. To see all features for the at the top of the page

selected license server, select "All" from the Feature pick list. You can also view details for all license servers and features using the "All" License Server 
selection (the Feature selection defaults to "All" when you select "All" from the License Server pick list).

For each feature, you can see how many licenses are in use, borrowed, and reserved; the total number of licenses; percentage of utilization; license 
expiration date; and the last update time, as shown below. , when the Reserved value is greater than 0, the For the new licensing model only Reserved 
column includes a link to the  page.Feature Reservations

Note: Features that are not current (that is, had no usage reported in the last query interval performed by the license server) are  included in this report. not
Therefore, expired features won't be shown in this report unless they have current usage (some license servers may allow use of currently checked out 
features even after those features have expired).

How License Statistics counts licenses

Sometimes one  can have different expiration dates. For example, you may have 10 licenses for feature "F1", which expires on 2017-02-15, and feature
additional 7 licenses for the same feature, which is due to expire on 2019-02-15.

License Statistics treats both groups of licenses for feature "F1” as “pools” of licenses, but instead of summing up all licenses, it ignores licenses which 
have already expired and displays the sum of only active licenses. If all licenses for the feature are expired, License Statistics displays the sum of all 
licenses and the oldest expiration date. If there are still some active licenses for the expired feature, License Statistics displays a proper .warning

This page refers to functionality that has been removed from License Statistics.  as of License Reports have been restructured and reorganized
Statistics v6.14. The contents of the Current Usage report has been moved to .Features - Realtime - Usage

https://docs.x-formation.com/display/LICSTAT/Licensing+Model+2019
https://docs.x-formation.com/display/LICSTAT/Feature+Reservations
https://docs.x-formation.com/display/LICSTAT/License+Statistics+Glossary#LicenseStatisticsGlossary-Featuredef
https://docs.x-formation.com/display/LICSTAT/Reporting+usage+statistics+for+expired+features
https://docs.x-formation.com/display/LICSTAT/Reports+reorganization
https://docs.x-formation.com/display/LICSTAT/Features+Realtime+Usage
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